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Record where you search, search statements, and results so another searcher could redo your search. Use the back as needed.

Research Question/Thesis/Topic:

How does scholarly literature describe the paradox or tension between saint and sinner.

Where you searched (library catalog, name of online database(s), or other (identify)) and the date:

1. ATLAS

2. ATLAS

3. 

Search statements (show keywords, operators (and, or, not,…), field searching, truncation, limiting,….) you used:

1. ti (church or belief or believer? or justif* or grac* or communion of saints) and ti (sin* or transgress* or trespass*) not pt review

2. ti (church or belief or believer? or justif* or grac* or communion of saints) and ti (sin* or transgress* or trespass*) not pt review limited to scholarly articles

3. 

Successful searches: List the total number of hits. Write the book or article titles you chose with a few words explaining why you chose them.

1. about 575 results

2. about 95 results

Ethical decision-making: the doctrine of sin and grace..reason: peer-reviewed

From grace to sin: names and abstractions in Paul's letters..reason: peer-reviewed

The church of sinners..reason: peer-reviewed

3. 